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Introduction. If A is a Banach space, UÏÏ? a closed linear subset of A, then

a closed linear subset 9Î such that every /eA is uniquely expressible as g+h,

geSDÍ, heSfl, is called a complementary manifold to 97?.

In his treatise on linear operations, BanachJ presents the following two

problems ((B), pp. 244-245).

(a) To every closed linear subset 37? in Lp, l<p¿¿2, does there exist a com-

plementary manifold?

(b) To every closed linear subset 97c in lp, l<p^2, does there exist a com-

plementary manifold!

We show in this paper that the answer to both questions is "no."

In Chapter 1 of this paper we show that if a certain limit has the value °o,

then the answer is negative. § In Chapters 2 and 3, it is proved that this is

indeed the case. In the concluding section we discuss the relation of various

other problems to (a) and (b).

Chapter 1. C(97c) and C(A)

1.1. Let A denote a separable space with a />-norm, i.e., A is either Lp

or lp or the set of ordered w-tuples of real numbers {iau ■ ■ ■ , an)}, lP,n, with

the norm ||(fli, • ■ • , a„)|| = CC"_ila»'l p)Vp- We also let lP,«, = lP. The notation

p' = l/ip-l), l/p+l/p' = 1 will be used throughout.

Let 97Ï be a closed linear manifold in A. Let R denote the set of real num-

bers Oga^oo, and let r(a, b) =a/(l+a) -b/(l+b), (oo/(l + oo) =1). It is

easy to see that R with the metric |r(a, b)\ is a complete metric space and is

homeomorphic to the closed interval (0, 1).

If 97c is a closed linear manifold in A, a limited transformation E such that

23A = 97c, E2 = E, is said to project A on 97c.

If £ is a limited transformation, we denote by 1731 the bound of E.

Lemma 1.1.1. Let 9JÎ be a closed linear manifold in A. The existence of a

f Presented to the Society, September 5, 1936; received by the editors August 27, 1936.

X Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, Warsaw, 1932. We shall refer to this work as (B). The quanti-

ties considered in the sequel are assumed to be real valued unless explicitly stated to the contrary.

§ This result was obtained while the author was a National Research Fellow at Brown Univer-

sity, Providence, R. I.
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complementary manifold 1SI to $Jl is equivalent to the existence of a projection E

of A on 5Dc.

Suppose 91 exists. Let E be the transformation which is such that f=g+h,

geW, Ä«9t, then Ef=g. Owing to the properties of 9Î, E is single-valued, ad-

ditive, homogeneous and defined everywhere. Now let {/,•} be a sequence,

which approaches / and such that if/<=g,+A<, g<í9J?, A,e9c the gi form a con-

vergent sequence with limit g'. Then g' is e9Jî and the sequence Â<=/,—gi

also converges to a A'«9Î. By continuity we have/=g'+A'. The uniqueness

of the resolution of / now implies that Ef=g' or that E is closed. Theorem 7

of (B), Chapter III, p. 41, now implies that E is bounded. Since the range of E

is included in 9JÎ and for every /e9Jc, Ef=f, we see that the range of E is 9JÎ

and E2 = E or Eisa projection of A on 9J?.

Now suppose E exists. Let 9Î be the set of g's in A for which Eg = 0. Since

E is limited and linear, 91 is a closed linear manifold. If /eA, /=Ef+ (1 — E)f

where £/<=9JÎ and (l-£)/e9c, since E(l-E)f=(E-E2)f=0. On the other

hand if Äe9J?, Ä = Ef for some/«A, and hence Eh=E2f=Ef= h. Thus if Äe9c ■ 9J?,
0 = Eh = h, or 9J?-9c = {0}. Now let/ again be eA, f=g+h = g'+h', g, g'tW,

h, h'tW. Then g-g' = h'-h, and since h-h't% g'-gezM, and 9DÎ• 9Î = {0},
this implies g—g' = h' — h = 0. This shows that/eA can only be expressed in

one way as h+g, ¿«92, geíUl.

We may therefore consider problems (a) and (b) in the following equiva-

lent form.

(A) To every closed linear manifold 9JÎ of Lp, Kp^2,is there a projection

ofLponîiïl?
(B) To every closed linear manifold W of lp, l<p^2, is there a projection

oflponWl?
Let Ai, •• • , An, w = l, 2, ■ • ■ , <», A„,=A be a set of spaces. Let

]CÔ=i ©A„ = Ai© • • • ©A„ denote the space of ordered sets of elements

[fhh, ■ ■ ■ ,/»} (/«,=/)/««A«, such that£Li||/a||p<00, with a norm defined

by the equation

\\[fuh,---,fn}\\=[t\\f^)llP.

Aa^Aß is to mean that there exists a one-to-one isometric mapping of Aa

on Aß.

Lemma 1.1.2. (a)£)«_,©/„.„„=lP.m, na = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , oo, ¿/X)Li«a = ira.

(b) Z)"-i© Aa^Lp if Aa =LP, for each a.

The proof of this lemma may be left to the reader.

1.2. Let 9JÎ be a closed linear manifold in A. We define a function C(9J?),
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which takes on values in R as follows. If there exists no projection of A on 9)2,

thenC(97c) = 00. OtherwiseC(97c)=g.l.b. (|23| ; 23A = 97c,232 = £). Similarly we

define the function C(A) as l.u.b. (C(9K), 97cç A).

Lemma 1.2.1. Let Ai and A2 be such that Ai is equivalent [(B), p. 180] to

a closed linear manifold 97c of A2. Let 9)2 be such that there exists a projection E

of A2 on 97c, with |73| =1, 9Î the set of fs «A, for which Ef=0. Let ty be any

closed linear manifold of A2, such that if fety, then f = g+h, gety-Wl, hety-W.

Let <$i in Ai be the manifold which corresponds to ty • 972. Then C($i) ^C('iß).

If C($) = co, our statement is true. Suppose City) is < <x>. Let F be any

projection of A2 on 'iß. Then EF is a projection on ty-ffi. For if /i«A2,

f=Ff = g+h, gtty-Wl, hety% and EFf=g or the range of EF is included

in ^5 • 97c. Also for every hety ■ 9)2, we have EFh = Eh = h. This with our previous

statement shows that iEF)2 = EF and that the range of EF is exactly ty- 9)2.

Let iEF)' be EF considered only on 972. Obviously iEF)' projects

972 on 'iß-972. Let G be the corresponding transformation on Ai. Then

Ci%)^\G\ = \(EF)'\ ^|23P| ^|23|-|P| = |P| or C($0 .= 1*1 ■ Since F was
any projection on ty, C($i) ^City).

Lemma 1.2.2. If Ax and A2 are as in Lemma 1.2.1, C(Ai) ^ C(A2). In particu-

lar if A2 = Ao © Ai, C(Ai) ̂  C(A2).

Let ^5i be any closed linear manifold of Ai, ty the corresponding set of

elements in 9)2. ty is a closed linear manifold satisfying the conditions given

in Lemma 1.2.1, since ^-9)2 = ^3, ̂ 392= {0}. Lemma 1.2.1 now implies that

Ci%) ^City) ^C(A2). But $1 was any closed linear manifold in Ax, hence

C(Ai)^C(A2).

To show the second statement, we take 9)2 ç AoffiAi as the set of elements

{0,/} of Ao© A], E as the transformation of A0ffi A», such that E {/, g} = {O, g}.

One readily sees that 9)2 is equivalent to Ai and that E projects A0©Ai on 9)2

and 1731 =1. We may now apply the first part of this lemma to obtain the de-

sired result.

Lemma 1.2.3. If A^^"_!ffiA„ and k is lim supa-.ooC(A„), then there exists

a manifold ty ç A, such that City) ̂  k.

It follows from the definition of k, that if e is >0, then there exists an

infinite number of the a's for which r(C(A„), k) ^ —e. Thus we can find a se-

quence of integers {a(} such that ai<ai+i, for which r(C(A„t.), k)^ — 2_i_1

Now since r(C(Aai), k) ^ — 2_i_1, we can find a tyai, in Aai, such that

r(Cityai), k) > —2~\ Let ^3 be the closed linear manifold consisting of those

elements {fi,f,f, • • • } «A, such that/»3 = 0 if ß is not e{a,} and faiftya¡. As

we saw in the proof of Lemma 1.2.2, Aai and A are as Ai and A2 in Lemma 1.2.1
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and it is easily seen that *$ satisfies the conditions given in Lemma 1.2.1 also.

ThusLemma 1.2.1 now implies that COß) is ^C(jJ«4). Hence r(C(%,k) è -2"¡

for every i. This implies that r(CÇ#), k) ̂ 0, CÇ#)^k.

1.3. We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1.3.1. C(Lp)^C(lp,a).

In (B), Theorem 9, Chapter XII, p. 206, it is shown that the manifold

9JÎ ç Lp, determined by the functions y i is equivalent to lp when

yf(t) = 2*1" for 1/2«' ^ Z g 1/2*-1,     y<(#) = 0,    otherwise.

Now for any z(t) eLp, let

E(z(t)) = ¿  Cz(s)yT\s)ds-y¿t).
¿=i * o

Then by a direct calculation one can verify that \E\ =1 and that if ze9Jî

(i.e., if z='%2iaiyi, 53|a.| p< °°), then Ez = z. Hence E projects Lp on 9JÎ and

we may apply Lemma 1.2.2 so that it yields C(Lj,) ^ C(lp,x).

Lemma 1.3.2. There exists a linea/ manifold 9JÎ ç Lp, such that C(9J?) = C(LP).

This follows from Lemma 1.1.2, (b) (with ra= oo) and Lemma 1.2.3 for k

is in this case C(LP).

Lemma 1.3.3.  There exists a linear manifold 9JîçZPlM, such that C(9Jî)

-£&,.).

In Lemma 1.1.2, (a), let ra„= oo for every a. Then apply Lemma 1.2.3.

Lemma 1.3.4. C(lp,n)^C(lp,m) ifn^ni.

This follows from Lemma 1.1.2, (a) and Lemma 1.2.2.

Theorem I. C(9J?) and C(A) are to be as in §1.2. There exists an 9JÎ in Lp,

and an 9Î in lp, such that C(Wl) = C(LP) and C(9î) = C(Zj,). Furthermore

1 = C(Z„.i) ^ CilP,2) Ú =- CilP) g C(LP).

The lemmas of this section imply this theorem.

Now if we are able to show that lim„,00C(Zp,„) = oo, it follows from this

theorem that C(LP) = C(lp) = oo and then in each of them we have a manifold

9J? for which C(9JÎ) = oo. Hence from the definition of C(9Ji), we can answer

problems (a) and (b) negatively. The next two chapters of this paper con-

tain the proof of the fact that lim„,0OC(Z„,n) = oo.

Chapter 2. 9JÎ in Situation A

2.1. Let/= [ah ■ ■ ■ , an\ be an ra-dimensional vector, which may be re-

garded as eZp,„. We define for ¿>0
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{/}* = { | ot\k sign ai, ■ ■ ■ , I o„|* sign a„}

[/]* = (|«i|*, ••• ,  | <*„|*},

which may be regarded as elements of lp/k,n. If g= [bt, ■ • • , £>„}, we

define (f, g) =E"_ia¿&<. The linearity and homogeneity of this expression

will be used without comment.

The following two lemmas can be easily shown.

Lemma 2.1.1. If p>l,

^-iiz+di"! =#({/}*-1,«)-
at Ji_o

Lemma 2.1.2. If p>2,

■^Wf + tg\\> - pip-Dili+%]*->, U)*)-

We now prove

Lemma 2.1.3. If p>2, and ({/}*-\ g)^0, then ||/+g||^||/|h

By Lemma 2.1.2, H(t) =\\f+tg\\" is convex in / and hence increasing for

t^O since dH/dt\ (=oèO by Lemma 2.1.1.

2.2. If 9)2 is a linear manifold in lp,„, let 9J2-1 consist of those elements

gelp'.n, 1/P+l/p' = 1, for which (f,g) =0 forall/e9)2. If 9)2 is ¿-dimensional, it

is well known that 9)2-L is (n — k) -dimensional and also that (HI1-)1- =9)2. The

following lemma is of a standard type in the theory of linear manifolds of a

finite number of dimensions and the proof of it may be omitted.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let 9)2 be a k-dimensional linear manifold in lp.n. Let

<pi, • ■ • , <pk be k linearly independent elements of 9)2. If E is a projection of

lp,n on 9)2, there exist k elements \pi, ■ • ■ , \f/k, of lp>,n such that for every felp,n,

(«) Ef = E (+i, f)<Pi
«-i

and (pi, d>j) =bi,,: If^i's with this last property are given, the E defined by (a)

is a projection. If E' is any other projection of lp,n on 9)2, then ipí =^pi+gi,

i = 1, • • • , k, where gi is e9)2-L.

2.3. If E is a linear transformation in -.„,„, we denote by E* (the adjoint

of E) the transformation in /,»,„, such that if g and g*tlP>,n, are related so that

for every felp,n, iEf, g) = if, g*), then E*g = g*. It is well known that E* is

linear, |JS| =|23*| and (F23)* = 73*F*.
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Lemma 2.3.1. If 9JÎ and E are as in Lemma 2.2.1, then

k

E*g = Z (Pt, g)*i
i-X

for all gdp> ,„.

For every fdp,n, we have

(Ef, g) = ( Z (t<,f)p<,g) = £ (h, f)(Pi, g) = (/,Z (Pi, g)tl).

Lemma 2.3.2. If 9JÎ and E are as in Lemma 2.2.1, then 1 — E* is a projection

ora 9)^.

The range of 1 -E* is W-. For if/= (1 -E*)g and A is «9JÎ, then £A = A and

(A,/) = (K (1 - £*)g) = (A, g) - (A, £*g) = (72A, g) - (A, 7S*g) = 0.

Hence/ is «9JC1- or the range of l—E* is included in 9J?J\ Furthermore by

Lemma 2.3.1, if/is €9)r\

^7= £(*i,/)*< = 0
t-i

and (1—£*)/=/. This with our previous result shows that the range 1— 72*

is exactly 9JcA and (1 -£*)2 = 1 -E*.

Lemma 2.3.3. £"(/,<,„) ^C^.O + l.

Let 9Jc' be any linear manifold of lp.,„. Let 9JÎ = 9Jî'-L. Then if e is >0,

there exists a projection E of lp,n on 9JÎ with |£| ^C(9Jc) + €^C(/p,„) + €. By

Lemma 2.3.2, l-E* is a projection on 9Jîi = (9Jî'J-)J- = 9Jc'. Thus C(9ft')

^|l-£*| ^1 + |£*| =1 + |£| ál + C(Zp,n) + e, which implies our lemma.

Of course p and p' are interchangeable and so we see that the answer to

our question is the same for both p and p'. Thus we may confine ourselves

to the case p<2. This is not an essential step in our proof but merely a con-

venient one. We suppose from now on that p is <2.

2.4. We say that Situation A holds in a ¿-dimensional manifold 9JÍ of /„,„,

if

(a) we have k linearly independent elements, pi, ■ • ■ , pk, «9JÎ, and k ele-

ments of lP'.n, p^i, • • • , i>k such that (pi, \p,) = S<,,- (the transformation E given

by the equation Ef=YJi=l(d>i,f)pi is a projection of lp,n on 9JÎ) ;

(b) we have r elements Ai, • • • , K of 9JÎ, with ||A<|| =1;

(c) there exists a constant C>1, such that ||£*{A<}I'_1|| =C for every i;

(d) there exist r constants Ci, ■ ■ ■ , cT, c¿>0, such that for every /e9Ji and

gtW
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¿ci({Mp-1,/)({£*{Mp-l}p'-1,£) = o.
t-i

Lemma 2.4.1. If 9JÎ is in Situation A, then C(9Jî) ̂ C (cf. (c) above).

Since |E| = |£*|, we must show that for every projection E' of lp,n on

9JÎ, \E'*\ ^C. Since ||Ai|| = l and hence || {A,-} «»—xj| =1, it will be sufficient to

show that ||£'*{A,} p-1!! ̂ C for at least one »,

Now

E'^hi}*-1 = yzi^r-^pup;,
J-l

where pj =4/,+g,; where g¡ is an element of 9JÎ-1-  (Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.3.1).

Let E, be the projection of lp,„ on 9JÎ given by

k

E,f= T.(h + tgi, f)Pi.
1=1

By Lemma 2.3.1,

Etg = ¿ (Pi, g)(Pi + tgi)
•-i

and

Et [ hi} "-1 = ¿ (Pi, {hi} «->)(p,- + tgi)

k k

= Z (*/, {A<M*i + ¿Z(ph [hii^gi
j=i i=i

= E*[hi)p-1 + tyZ(Pi, ihi}*-i)gi.
i-i

Now by Lemma 2.1.1

jt\\E?{hi\*-i\\::o = ({E*[hi}>-i}>'-\p(Pi,[hi}>-i)g?)

= ¿({£*{M"-M-'-1.«/)(** [hi}--1).
j=i

Since gieW-, pjtW, (d) implies that

Íciy\\E?{hi}"-1\\-']t=o=   ÍciÍ:([E*{hi\»-1}>>'-1,gi)(Pi,{ki}p-1)=0.
<_i       dt ¿=i      ,=i
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Since d >0, for i = l, ■■ • ,r this implies that there must be an i' such that

d\\E?{hi.}v-x\\v'/dt]t,o is =0. Hence by the above d||73*{ hv }p-1+tg'i\\v'/dt\^

is ^0, when gi> =^íi=xi4>j, [hi'}p~x)gj. Lemma 2.1.3 now yields

\\E*{hi.}*-x+ g'4*' = ||e*{*,.}»-»||»'

since />' > 2.   But

E'*{hi,}*-X = 23f {hf} *-x = E* {hi,}*-x+g,i.

and ||F*{Aj»}p_1||p' = C. Substituting these values on both sides of our in-

equality, we get ^""{A.»}"-'^'^^' or ||73'*[hi-]p-x\\ = C. As we remarked

at the beginning of the proof this is sufficient.

Chapter 3. The product of ■?„,„ and lp,m

3.1. We define lP,n®lp,m as lp,nm- If f={ax,---,an}dp.n, and

g= {bi, ■ ■ ■ , bm} elp,m, we define/® g as {di&i, aib2, ■ ■■ , aibm, a2bu a2b2, ■ ■ ■ ,

a2bm, ■ • ■ , anbi, anb2, ■ ■ • , aabm} or if f®g = {ci, ■ ■ • , cnm}, then c(,_i)m+<

= a,bt. The proofs of the following Lemmas 3.1.1-3.1.4 do not present any

difficulty and may be left to the reader.

Lemma 3.1.1. (i)||/®g|| =||/||-y,

(ii) (0i <g>02, f®g) = (px, f) (p2, g),
(iii)   {f®g}k = {f}k® {g}k,

(iv) «(/<*> ®g) +ß(fm Qg) = („/(i) +j8/(«>) ®g.

Lemma 3.1.2. Let f= {ax,T, ■ ■ ■ , a„_T}, r = l, ■ ■ ■ , k, k^n, be k linearly

independent elements oflp,n, and g= {bi,r, • • • , bm¡r}be k elements of lp,m, such

tkat^2T_1fr®gr=0. Then gr = 0, r = l, • • ■ , k.

Lemma 3.1.3. Letf, r = 1, • • • , k, k ^n, be k linearly independent elements

ofIp.n and for every r = l, ■ ■ ■ , klet gr,B, s = l, ■ ■ • , kr, kr^m, be kT linearly in-

dependent elements of lp,m. Then the set of elements f®gr,„ r = l, ■ ■ ■ , k,

5 = 1, • • ■ , k are linearly independent.

Lemma 3.1.4. Let f, ■ ■ ■ , /„ be n linearly independent elements of /„,„,

gi, • • ■ , gm, m linearly independent elements lPtVl. Then the set of elements

f®gi, *"1, • ■ • , »,7 = 1, • • • ,m, determine lp,mn.

3.2. Let 972(1)c2p,n and Wl<-2) clP,m be linear manifolds. We define

972(1)®9)2(2> as the linear manifold in /„,„,„ determined by the elements

Lemma 3.2.1. If </>i(1), • • - , <fooo is a set of linearly independent elements
(2)

which determine 9)2(1> and 4>x(2), ■ ■ ■ , fam is a set of linearly independent ele-

ments which determine 9)2<2), then 4>¿x) ®0/2), i = 1, • • • , ka), j = 1, • • • , &(2),

determine the manifold 9)2(1,®9)2(2) which is kiX)k<-2)-dimensional.
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The proof is easily derived from Lemma 3.1.3.

Lemma 3:2.2. Let 9J?(1) and 9JÎ<2> be as above. Then (W^toW»)1- is deter-

mined by the elements of the form f®g, where either /€9J2(1U or gi9J?(2u.

We first show that if /®g is. such that either/e9Jî(1)i or ge9Jc(2,J-, then

/®ge(9J?(1) ®\mwy. Indeed by the definition of 9J?(1)®9)?(2> and the linearity

of the operation ( , ), if (0(1)®0<2>, /®g)=0 for all <p<-»*m™ and

0<2>i9Jc<2>, then/®ge(9Jí'1)®9Jc<2))1. But Lemma 3.1.1, (ii) implies that

ipw®(t>m,f®g) = iP<1\f)iP<», g). Since either ip<»,f)=0 or (0<2\ g)=0,
we obtain that f®gei'3Jl<-»®'!fnw)J-.

Now let pi , • • • , 0„Ua» and pi2, • • • , ^l'*«) be sets of n — k<-» and

m — £(2) linearly independent elements of 9Ji(1>i and 9Jî(2u respectively. Let

px , • • • , \A*(» (^i , • ■ • , Pi¡<») be elements of Z„<,„ (Zp-.m) such that

PP 's and ^,(1)'s together determine Zp<,„ Q>t» 's and pf» 's determine lP\m).

In Lemma 3.1.3, let/r = ^r(1) for r = l, ■ ■ ■ , k<», /*<»+« =&(1) for Z = l, ■■ • ,

n-k<»; k = n. For r = l, • • • , fr», let kr=m-k^, gr,,=4>t», s = l, ■ ■ ■ ,

m-k™, and for r = k + l, ••-,«; k = m, gr.. = Pt», 5 = 1, • • • , ¿(2), gr,*<«+t

= <£¡(2),Z = 1, • • ■ ,m — k{2). Thus the/r®gr,. are linearly independent and such

that either/r€9Jc(1)i, or gr,,i9Jc(2)1. Since there are k<-»im-k™) + in-W»)m

=mn-k(»k(» of them and the dimensionality of 9Jc(1)®9Jc(2) is Wk™ by

Lemma 3.2.1, the/r®grt< determine (jro(1)®9D?{2>)-L.

3.3. Let Tl» be a linear transformation in lp,n and T(2) a linear trans-

formation in lp,m. Let <piœ, ■ • • , pnm be n linearly independent elements

of lp,n and <pt», • • • , <pmw, m linearly independent elements of lp,m. Then the

elements 0i(1) ®<fo(2), i = l, • • ■ , n,j = l, ■ • • , m determine lp,mn by Lemma

3.1.4 and are linearly independent. Hence given any set of mn elements

fi.idp.mn, there exists a unique linear transformation 7" such that

T'(pt» ® p/») = /,-.,• (¿ - 1, . • • , »,/ - 1, • • - ,m).

Now let fi,i = Ti»pt1) ®Ti2)pt» and denote the corresponding 7" by

T(»®T<». Apparently this definition of T<-»<S>T^ depends on the choice

of the 0i(1) 's and pf» 's, but this is not the case as is shown by the following

Lemma 3.3.1. If /«/,,„ gdp,m, then 7<1>®7,<2>/®g = r<1>/®r<2>g. Thus

T<» ®r<2> does not depend on the choice of the [pt» } or the [pf» ).

The proof follows immediately from the definition of r(1)®7'(2) and

Lemma 3.1.1, (iv).

We also have

Lemma 3.3.2. A linear transformation T' of lp,m„, equals T<-»®Tm if and

only if 7'/®g = r(1)/®r(2)g for every fdp,n, and gdp,m.
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The sufficiency of the condition follows from the definition. Lemma 3.3.1

implies its necessity.

Lemma 3.3.3. iT^®T^)* = iT^)*®iT^)*

By  Lemma   3.3.2,   it  suffices   to   show   that   if felp>,n, gtlP',m, then

iT^®T^)*f®g = T^*f®T^*g. Now if helP,mn, it follows from Lemma

3.1.4, that A=ÉLE]Li«í.¿/1>®*/,> and by a« definition of T^®T<2\
T^®TWh=Y!'i=xÍl'í=ia<<iTa)<t><m ®Tw<t>im•

By the definition of T* (cf. §2.3) and Lemma 3.1.1, (ii), we have

n       m

(r«> ® T^h,f®g) = EE«¡,i(r(1W" ® Ti*>+p\f®g)
;_l ,_i

= ¿ Ê «i,i(ï,(1W1»1/)(r^/s», g)
í-i í-i

n       m

= EE*.K*<<1) ® */2), r<»7® T«>*g)
<-i j-i

= ( ¿ ¿ «i.^" ® *im, Tm*f ® r<»*À
\ «_i ,_i /

= (*, r<»*/® r<2>*g).

Or for every À of í,,m,

(reu (g, TWh,f®g) = (ä, r<»7® r<2>*g).

The definition of T*, then implies

(r« ® r<»)7 ® g = r<1)7 ® r(2)*g

which is the desired result.

3.4. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4.1. (i) If 23(1> is a projection on 9)2(1) clp,„, and 23(2) a projection

on W2)clPtm, then E^X)®E^ is a projection of lp,mn on 9)2(1)®9)2(!!>.

(ii) Let </><"> and +j» (0/2> and i///2*) be in the same relation to E^ ÍE&)

as </>,• and xpi are to E in Lemma 2.2.1, i.e.,

¿a) m

EWf =   £ (fcd) , /^(l) ; £(2)/ =   22 (^.(2) , /)¿ .<2) ,
Í-1 ,-l

If E is the transformation on lp,mn defined by the equation
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*<D       jfcö)

Eh = Z   Z ttiw ® *,m, h)Pt» ® Pt» ,
1=1   ,=i

ZAera Eis a projection of lp,mn on 9J?(1)®9JÎ(2) and E = E(-»®E^2\

(iii) E* = E<»*E<»*.
Since (ii) implies (i) and (ii) and Lemma 3.3.3 implies (iii), we need only

prove (ii).

We have (pt» ®p<», ptx) ®Pt») = (PP, Ptl))(Pl», pt») = bi,ib,;k,by
Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 2.2.1. By Lemma 3.2.1 the pia) ®pkm determine

9Jî(1,®9Jc(2). Lemma 2.2.1 now implies that £ is a projection on 9Jc(1)®9J?(2).

It remains to show that £ = £(1)®£(2). If fdp,n, gdp,m, then by Lemma

3.1.1, (ii) and (iv), and Lemma 2.2.1,

*<n   *«>

Ef ® g = Z   Z ÛW" ® *iW , f ® g)<Pi(1) ® <t>im
1=1   »-1

¡fctt)        fc(2)

= Z Z (*/" ,/)CrV2), g)pi(1) ® Pt2)
1=1   i-1

Z (tiw,f)Pi(1)) ® (^ Z (*t2),g)Pt2) J = Et»f®EWg.

Lemma 3.3.2 now implies that £ = £<*> ®£<2>.

3.5. Next we prove

Lemma 3.5.1. If 9Jc(1) in Zp,„ and 9J?(2) in lp,m are in Situation A (cf.

§2.4), ZAera 9Jc(1)®9Ji<2> is in Situation A with

(a) *(_»*«>+, = *,<« ® pt» , t - 1, • • • , *«>, s = 1, ■ • • , ¿<2>,

*(*-i>*»+i = *tw ® 4>.w , Z = 1, ■ • • , *<», 5 = 1, • • • , 4<»;

(b) Ím^^W"»*,"», ¡=l,'-','(11, 5 = 1, ••• ,r<2>;

(c) C = C<"C<2>;

(d) c(s_i)ra>+i = c/» c;« , Z = 1, • ■ • , r<D; s = 1, • • r(2)

That the </>,(I) ®&(2), Z = l, • • • , k<», s = l, ■ ■ ■ , A<2> are linearly inde-

pendent and determine 90î(1) cS>S)î<2> has been shown in Lemma 3.1.3 and

Lemma 3.2.1. The remaining statements of (a) were shown in the proof of

Lemma 3.4.1.

To prove (b) we have A,«> ®A„<2> î9Jc(1)®9Jî(2) by definition (cf., §3.2).

Also by Lemma 3.1.1 ||A,<» ®A,<2>|| = ||*«(1)ll -||ä.<*>|| =1.
Now consider (c). If i = (s — l)r(1)+Z, then by Lemma 3.1.1, (ii); Lemma

3.4.1, (iii); Lemma 3.3.2; Lemma 3.1.1, (i); and §2.4, (c),
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||JS*{*<}'-1|| = ||£* {*,<»> ® A,'2' }"-»ii = \\E*{kt» }>-x ® {A,(t) }HI

= ||£<l>* ® E™*{h¿x> }*~x ® {A.«2' }p-l||

= \\EW*\h¿» )*-* ® £<2>*{A.<2> }*-l\\

= ||£<«•{*/« ^-»II-IIe«)*^.«2) }p-2||.

We now prove (d). If Ä«(9)2(1)®9)2(2))J-, then by Lemma 3.2.2, h is a linear

combination of elements in the form/(1)®g(2), where either /<l) is in 972(1)i

or gc2> is in 9)2(2>J-. Hence since

rU)r<2)

Z   Cii{hi}»-x,f)ih, {E*{ki}»-X}»'-X),
i=l

/e9)2(1)®9)2(2>, Ae(9)2<1)®9)2(2))-L, is linear in h, it is enough to show (d) for

h in the form/(1»®g<2», where either fX) is in 9)2(1)i- or g<2) is in 9)2(2)x. It is

also linear in /; hence by §3.2 it suffices to show (d) for / in the form

</.<!)®0<2', 01É9)2(1), 02e9)2<2).

Now it was shown in the proof of (c) above thatF* {A,-}p_1 = 73(1>* {A»(1) }p_1

®73<2>*{AS<2> I"-1. Then by Lemma 3.1.1, (iii),

{E*{hi}"-1}"'-1 ={£(D*{A/1' }p~x}p'-x ®  {23<2'*{A><2'}"-1}'''-1

and {hi}p~x= {A¡(1) j"-1® {A,<2> }p~x. Hence by Lemma 3.1.1, (ii), we see

that

rU)r(2)

É   di{hi}»-x,<t>^ ® fs»)(/('> ® g<2\ {E*{hi}p-X}"'-X)

/ r(1) \

= ( Zc.(1)({A.(1) }"-1,(t>w)(f1), {£»>*{*.<» K»}''-M

/ r<2) \

X I Z cs<2> ( {As<2> } p-\ <*><2>)(g(2\ {EM* {A.<2> } "-'} *'-x).

Since either /W«»«1**, or g^eStt*2^, this is zero for ïïl^ and 9)2<2> are in

Situation A.

3.6. Now it follows from Lemma 2.4.1 and Lemma 3.5.1, that we can

show that limn,«, (C(lp,n)) =°o if we can find a 9)2 in lp,n in Situation A

(cf. §2.4, (c)). For let N be any integer >0. Then using Lemma 3.5.1 we

can find a manifold 9Îat in l„,„" in Situation A with C<jin = C^. Lemma 2.4.1

now implies that C(¡Rn) è C^ and since

ÜCW) = C( 92*),     lim (C(lP,n)) = ».
n—*oo

As we remarked in §1.3, this implies that the answer to both (a) and (b) is

negative.
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Let 9JÎ be the manifold in lPl3, determined by the vectors (1, 1, 0) and

(0,1,1). Let

«, = (2-1'*, 2-»", 0), p2 = (0, 2-1'', 2r»'),

^ = (21/H-1/3, 2»p/3, - 2»p/3),   p2 = (- 21">/3, 2»p/3, 2»"+1/3);

if a = 1/(2 +2")1'", Ai=(a, -a, -2a), h2 = (a, 2a, a), As = (2a, a, -a). Also

C = ((2*'-1 + l)/3)1/p'((2p-1 + i)/3)»'»f

Ci = c2 = Cs = 1.

We show that 9JÎ is in Situation A (§2.4) and thus complete the proof.

We have (a) (pi, p,) =5,-.,-.

(b) hi=a21'"(Pi-2pî), h2 = a21i'(Pi+p2), h3=a21'"(2Pi-pi), and thus

hi is e3K, ¿ = 1,2, 3. We also have ||a¿|| = 1, i = 1, 2, 3.

Before showing (c) and (d) we make certain calculations. From the defi-

nitions in §2.1, we get [hi}'-1=a"-1(l, -1, -2P-1), [h2}'-1=ap-1(l,2»-1, 1),

{Ä3}*-i = (2»-i,   1,   1),   ([hi}*-\<pi) = ([h3}*-\   p2)=0,-i[hi}^,p2)
= ({A2}"-1,«i) = ({h2}p-\p2)= ([h^^Px) = 2-K1 + 2"-!)1"'.

By Lemma 2.3.1

E* [ hx ) v-1 = ( {Ai} «-S ¿i)*, + ( {Ai} P-1, ¿2)iZ<2 = ( {Ai} r-*, p2)p2

= - 3-1 2-1/"'(2p-1 + l)l/p(- 1, 1, 2),

£*{Ä2}p-i= ({A2}^,^i)^+({A2}p-S*2)vt2= 2-1(2p-1+ l)»"(Pi + p2)

= 3-12-1'p'(2p-1 + l)»'(l, 2, 1).

Similarly

£*jÄ3}p-i = 3-i2-i/p'(2"-1 + l)l'p(2, 1,-1).

Finally (cf. §2.1)

{£*{Ai}"-1}i''-1 = - 3-^'-»2-^'-»^'(2"-1 + l)lp'-»lp(- 1, 1, 2"'-1)

m - Ki- 1, 1, 2»'-1)

\E*[h2}"-1}"'-1 = Kil, 2>'~\ 1)

{^{ä,}"-1}"'-1 = JT(2*'-S 1, - 1).

(c) By direct calculation, we obtain U^fAi}*-1!! =||£*{A2}p-1||

= ||£*{A3}P_1|| =C using the above. For pj^l, C is >1 since by the Holder

inequality,

6C = (2" + 2)1i"i2"' + 2)»"' è 2-2 + 2l/"21'*' = 6,

where the equality sign holds only for p = 2.

(d) Now if ftW-, thenf=kp, where 0 = (1, -1, 1). Thus
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i{E*{ht}>-i}p'-\f) = Kk(2 - 2"'~x),

({73* {A2 }*-i} *'-\j) = Kk(2 - 2"'-x),

({E*{h3}"-X}'>'-X,f) = Kk(2"'~x - 2).

We can now verify by a direct calculation that (d) holds.

Conclusion. Our results permit us to conclude that

There exists a manifold 972o in lp and Lp such that there exists no biorthogonal

set {(j>i, ipi} where {fa} is a basis for 9J2o (cf. (B), Chapter VII, p. 110, §3),

while the expansion

(*) !>,<*>.,        a, = (/,*•),
t-i

converges for eachfdp or Lp.

Let us suppose that (*) converges for every /. Let 9)2 be the manifold

determined by the fa's. The fa's are a basis for 9)2 (cf. (B), loc. cit.) for if

fem, then
00

/= E«*,        at = (f,ypi)
i=l

by (B), Chapter VII, Theorem 2, p. 107.

We will show that under these circumstances C(9)2) is < <*. For let 73

be the transformation defined by the equation

Ef = ¿ if, h)fa-
•=i

Ef is defined for every / since we assume that the series is convergent for

every /. The same assumption implies that 73 is limited for the partial sums

are uniformly limited (cf. (B), Chapter VII, Theorem 2 and Theorem 5).

E is obviously additive and homogeneous. If/e9)2, 23/=/by the above'and

the range of E is included in 9)2, 23A = 9)2 and E2 = E. Thus 23 is a projection

of A on m. Hence C(9)2) is < oo.

Our construction also permits us to show that no statement concerning

the norms of the fa and •/>,• will insure convergence by itself. We can assume

that \\(j>i\\ =1 for every i. The least possible value for ||i/',|| is then 1 since

(4>i> ^.) = 1 and | (fa, $i) I =110.11 ' ll^i'll- We will show that there exists in both
lp and Lp a biorthogonal set {fa, .//,•} for which ||</>,|| =||«Ai|| = 1 and for which the

associated expansion (*) does not always converge.

It is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 1.3.1 that if such a set exists

in lp, there must be a similar one in Lp. So we need only consider lp. Owing

to the nature of biorthogonal sets in lp, we need only consider the case

1<7><2.
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Let 9JÍ be the manifold of §3.6, and let/i = (2-1'", 2-»", 0) = 0i,/2 = (a, -a,

-2a) = Ai. We have (fu [f2}-1) -({/,}-\ f2) = 0; (/i, {/>}»-*) = (/2, {/,} »-»)

= 1, WfÁ\=\\M\ =11 {/«Ml =11 {/'Ml =1- Of course/i and/2eZp,3, {/i}-1 and
I/»}"-1«*,'...

We define /,,®/i2® ■ ■ ■ ®/,n, ij=l, 2; j = l, • • • , ra, as an element of

Zj,,3n as follows : /,, ®fi, in lp,32 has already been defined (cf. §3.1). Let us

suppose that fi,® • ■ ■ ®/¿„_1 in Ij,^-1 has been defined. We define

fi,®fi,® ■ ■ ■ ®/i„_,®/<n as ifi,® ■ ■ ■ ®/i„_1)®/,-„ in ZP,3» using §3.1. Let

9J?i = $Dî, 97cn in Zp,3" be 9Jî„_i®9J?. Then by successive applications of Lemma

3.2.1, we see that the set of elements/,,® • ■ • ®/¿„ determine 9J?„.

By Lemma 1.1.2, /p=Z°°-i©^p.3"- Let ty be the closed linear manifold in

Z°°=i©^.3a consisting of those elements {gi, g2, ■ • ■ } for which g„ is e9Jc„ for

every a. Let 5 consist of those elements which are such that every ga = 0

except for one g„ and g„ =/,-, ® • • ■ ®/¿„. Let S' consist of elements of lp> in

the form {g}p~\ geS. Since as we have seen above the/,,® • • • ®/,n deter-

mine 9Jî„, 5 determines *$.

Now the sets 5 and S' are denumerable and it is easily seen by using

Lemma 3.1.1 that with a suitable enumeration they form a biorthogonal set

with 11#¿|| =|| ^¿|| =1. Since 5 determines $, we see from the above that this

series (*) cannot converge always if C($) = oo .

Let C be as in §3.6, (c). By repeated applications of Lemma 3.5.1 and then

using Lemma 2.4.1, one may prove that C(9Jc„) S: C". It follows from the proof

of Lemma 1.2.3 that C(^5) is èC(97f„) ^C" for every ra and since C is >1,

p9^2 this implies that C($) = oo. As we have remarked above, this proves our

statement.

Incidently we have explicitly constructed a manifold % in lp, for which

there exists no projection. Lemma 1.3.1 indicates how we can find a $ in LP

with the corresponding property.

In Lp, the space of complex-valued functions whose ^>th power is sum-

mable, the situation is the same. As pointed out in a previous paper by the

writer, f the theorems given in (B) and used here can be generalized to the

complex case. Chapter 1 of this paper also falls into this category. Some

variations are necessary in Chapters 2 and 3 but they are not basic.

Finally it should be pointed out that the negative answer to (a) and (b)

precludes the possibility of a spectral theory in lP and Lp similar to the theory

of self-adjoint operators in Hubert space.

t These Transactions, vol. 39 (1936). pp. 83-100.
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